Department of Safety and Homeland Security  
Supplier Diversity Plan 2021

**Goal**

Our goal for the Supplier Diversity Plan will be to increase awareness and usage throughout our Department so we may utilize the contracts offered from minorities, women, veterans, and people with disabilities, and small owned businesses.

**Overview**

The Department of Safety and Homeland Security will implement and revise the current internal contract process. We will have a process that will include the search of contractors on the Supplier Diversity List as a procedure in our process. The Supplier Diversity Section on the Contract Overview Sheet will include a step in which the services/goods being sought have been researched and justified as to the selection of the contractor. The Department of Safety and Homeland Security will partner with GSS, DTI, and Procurement to include the List from Office of Supplier Diversity (OSD) as a resource of available vendors to engage in a contract for goods or services. We will educate through trainings the awareness of the OSD Contractor’s List to increase visibility and ensure each search includes contractors on this list. We will identify issues and make suggestions to the OSD for any improvements and report successes with vendors from the Supplier Diversity List as feedback. We will offer evaluations for the selected contractors from the Supplier Diversity List to OSD upon completion of contract. We will commit a representative from Department of Safety and Homeland Security to be on the OSD committee.
Actions

- Include a procedure in our contract process to research the Supplier Diversity List as an equal opportunity of selection
- Partner with DTI and GSS to ensure usage of the Supplier Diversity List as a suggested vendor when contracting
- Educate and enhance outreach for the awareness of the Supplier Diversity List as possible selections for a contract through trainings and meetings
- Provide feedback through evaluations to OSD for success and suggestions of improvement with vendor selections
- Commit to assist the OSD and provide a committee member from our Department
- Train agency Personnel on supplier diversity best practices
- Utilize the forms available on the OSD website for tracking purposes when necessary
- Encourage potential vendors to complete vendor registration through the supplier Portal